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Abstract

This book is a portfolio that consists of the work of my studios and TI elective coursework 

based on my territory of investigation- Architecture and Urbanism. It is the reflection of my 

understanding of architecture and urbanism supported by my work of studios and elective 

coursework. Due to the variety of my studios and courses, I have divided the reflection mainly 

into three aspects and tried to elaborate my understanding of the relationship between urbanism 

and ecology, and media, and culture respectively. In the ecology part, I mainly focus on the 

construction material issues and try out a new method of urban design- from material properties 

to aggregation and finally to urban design. In the media part, I try to challenge the traditional 

urban viewpoint and put the urban issue in a highly variable and complex digital context. 

I intend to apply more advanced technology to explore its potential to deal with increasing 

uncertainty in the contemporary urban environment, which is supported by one studio and the 

cybernetic course. In the third aspect, culture, I regard urbanism as a cultural phenomenon to 

read the multi-cultural influence and cultural continuity and evolution in two architecture history 

courses. I use some examples of American cities and Japanese architectural cultures to illustrate 

this relationship. From these three aspects, the book gives a comparatively comprehensive 

recording of my work during the study of the M.S.AAD program at Cornell.
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During my study in the Cornell’s M.S.AAD program, I selected various courses based on my 

territory of investigation – Architecture and Urbanism. Three semesters' studios and courses gave 

me a great opportunity to probe into various aspects of urban issues. During my study, I acquired 

an increasingly strong feeling that urbanism is far more than different zonings, functions, or 

circulations of architecture groups. My understanding and inspirations can be mainly categorized 

into three aspects: urbanism and ecology, urbanism and media, urbanism, and culture.

Urbanism and ecology

First, I have a deeper understanding of the relationships between urbanisms and ecologies. This 

aspect of the relationship was not familiar to me before the M.S.AAD program. I used to think 

about ecological issues only in an architecture aspect, like how to apply more energy-efficient 

methods into architectural design or how to choose environmentally friendly materials for 

architectural facades. Three semesters' learning broadened my horizon in terms of this aspect. 

In the first semester, instead of using environmentally friendly material, I learned that waste 

materials in the urban environment can also be recycled for building construction. In this studio 

(project-1), the source of the building material before construction as well as the disposal of the 

material after demolition should both be considered. I chose the most common urban waste – 

foam box, as my pavilion construction material, and studied how to make aggregations based on 

its original shape. In my final project, I designed a pavilion constructed by a continuous curved 

wall of foam boxes. Then in Laia's studio (project-2), I focused on the plywood's hygroscopic 

and bending active properties to research the material’s qualities more deeply. My teammates 

and I found that these two properties differ to a large extent according to various types of wood. 

We had the idea that if we stick several veneers of different wood types at a specific sequence, 

this plywood can be bent to the supposed degree when it gets moist. In this way, we designed a 

pavilion that is a plane of wood strips at first and can stand up by itself after getting moist. By 

now, all material studies seem to be at the architectural scale. 

It is this semester's studio (project-3) that helps me to synthesize all the previous studies I made 

and apply them to the urban design. In Leslie's studio, my teammate and I also started from 

bending properties of wood. Instead of just designing a pavilion, we were asked to explore 

the material's possibilities to make a wall system and apply this system to an urban scale. We 

used three methods of aggregation- side by side, face to face, and edge to edge. Edge to edge 

aggregation can be used to build up straight walls while face to face aggregation has the potential 

for making transparent curved walls. Two factors can influence the flexibility of curved walls, 

one is the ratio of length to width of each wood strip, the other is the density of strips in one 

panel. By changing these two parameters, we can accomplish different degrees of curvature for 

the wall. Also, if we change the ratio along the height, the wall can change from a tight curve to 

a loose curve, meaning that the defined space changes from smaller at the bottom to the larger 

on the top. Being equipped with this material studies, we made a small building prototype first 

and applied the system to different speculated urban-rural contexts. One scenario is to coordinate 

the system to different shapes of the landscape, the other is to adapt the system to the variation 

of topographic height. In the last stage of the design, we chose a specific mountainous site 

in Chongqing, China, and added a program-- a grape planting industry-- to further apply our 

system into the real urban-rural site. At this urban scale, we divided the site into two parts, the 
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north part is more urban due to the main road nearby and the south part is more rural because 

of the comparatively steep slope. We further modified the topography to fit the urban and rural 

fabric and altered the aggregation system to adapt to different conditions of the site. In the urban 

part, the closer the cluster is to the main road, the denser the road system and housing layout 

will be. In the rural part, the steeper the topography is, the more dispersed the rural fabric will 

be. When it comes to architectural scale, each housing unit takes advantage of the material 

system's properties to create interesting semi-transparent space, giving more interactions between 

neighbors. I regard this studio as a unique experience because I have never imagined putting 

the material aggregation, such a microscopic aspect, into the urban design scale which is so 

macroscopic, in one studio. 

In sum, when combined with ecology, urban design should be considered in its wholescale 

aspects, from the material's source to the construction process until the material disposal after the 

demolition of the architecture. We should not focus on a short-term timeline but consider from 

the past until future development. Besides, building material also has the potential to influence 

the morphological language of urban design, which means that urban design can develop from 

the microscopic level to the macroscopic level.

Urbanism and media

My understanding of the relationship between urbanism and media is mainly due to my project in 

Biayna's studio (project-4) and my research paper in the cybernetic class. Biayna's studio is also 

different from a traditional urban design course because she wanted us to make use of the urban 

database to explore and solve some urban issues. My teammates and I found a very daily issue in 

New York City, which is the unbalanced relationship between needs and supply for the food truck 

resources. We chose three typical sites in NYC that accommodates food trucks, used databases 

to build dynamic mobility models, analyzed different parameters in Urbano provided by Timur, 

and finally made optimization processes to calculate the optimized distribution of food trucks in 

the selected areas. In the visualization part, we designed an app interface to vividly present the 

calculated consequence to the users. This design is to some extent stepping out of the architecture 

scope but still has an intimate relationship with urban design. Here the urban design is not limited 

to dealing with material issues but rather with the invisible media. 

Similarity can be seen from my research study in the cybernetic course (TI elective course- 

Systems, Entropy, and Organized Complexity). This course interests me mostly in the aspect of 

applying the concept of the cybernetic systems into architecture and urban design. In my two 

research presentations, I focused my topic on the concept of Archigram groups and some of its 

contemporary innovative architects. As a representative of SI, Guy Debord advocated for "active 

observation of present-day urban agglomerations, "to discover how environments affected the 

behavior and feelings of individuals and, conversely, how to make new environments that created 

the possibility for "a new mode of behavior." In this case, the relationship between humans 

and the urban environment is a dynamic process. Cedric Price's design of Fun Palace creates a 

new entertainment environment that is highly flexible and adaptable to meet users' constantly 

changing requirements. By designing a computer system and introducing cybernetic theory, Pask, 

the Cybernetic engineer of the Fun Place, envisioned a system that would collect data about the 
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building's daily use and make recommendations for future uses based on these patterns. Similar 

ideas are also presented in Archigram's various projects. For example, computer city designed 

by Crompton not only simulates the structure and organization of magnetic core memory at that 

time but also a more essential and innate linkage exists between them, that is, the city here can be 

regarded as complex and dynamic circulation of information and immediate process and instant 

reaction to the information. Therefore, the city is a media circulation system as a whole.

In conclusion, in the contemporary digital context, urban design is far more complex than ever 

before. The relationships in the urban environment are becoming increasingly flexible and 

dynamic. Therefore, the city can be described as a media where a myriad of information is 

circulating and transforming. In this situation, the urban design itself should also incorporate new 

methods to adjust to this high level of instability and uncertainty.

Urbanism and culture

I discovered the relationship between architecture and urbanism with culture in two history 

classes (TI elective course- History in American Landscape Architecture; Elements, Principles, 

Theories in Japanese Architecture). The relationship can mainly be categorized into two aspects. 

On the one hand, communications between different cultures will have a deep influence on local 

culture and in turn transform, or modify, the previously established urban design. For instance, 

the city planning and urban design of Paris profoundly influenced some big cities in the United 

States. One of the most significant avenues in Philadelphia- Benjamin Franklin Parkway is a 

translation of Avenue des Champs-Elysees in Paris. Starting from Philadelphia City Hall and 

ending before the Philadelphia Museum of Art, the avenue connects several important attractions 

in downtown and provides a similar axis as that in Paris. What's more, the city planning of 

Washington D.C. also embodies the idea of city planning in Paris on a larger scale. The avenues 

combined with round points in the city plans by L'Enfant and Ellicott have similar characteristics 

of that in Paris. In Japan, the flourishing of Buddhism and the transmission of traditional Chinese 

culture gives birth to some big ancient city's planning. For example, the layout of Chang'an 

during China's Tang dynasty as well as Feng-Shui, a geomancy knowledge, influenced the city 

form of Heian-Kyo.

On the other hand, this kind of multi-cultural influence is by no means a process where one 

culture takes the place of the other, but rather one culture is incorporated and merged with the 

local one to give birth to a new genre. Therefore, a cultural continuity will still exist in this 

evolution. Urban form can be a perfect representation of this cultural phenomenon. The highest 

topographical location of the president's house and the congress house in Washington D.C. 

represents the idea of "elevation confers authority" whose origin can be traced back to Poverty 

Point and Cahokia in the native American tradition. The various nodes in city planning, such 

as Thomas Circle or Dupont Circle, have a cultural mark of kiva of Mesa Verde. As for Japan, 

the Japanese incorporated Buddhism into their own culture to create new cultural forms such as 

Pure Land Buddhism, Kare-Sansui, and Wabi-Sabi. In the idea of Wabi-Sabi, the Japanese tea 

ceremony gives birth to a new architecture form- Shoin Zukuri. Japanese further developed it to 

form a new architecture aggregation form characterized by asymmetrical grouping, which differs 

from the symmetrical city form of Heian-Kyo. In general, urbanism is a signal to reveal different 

layers of cultural phenomena from which the cultural continuity, cultural evolution, and multi-
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cultural influence can be seen.
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Project-1

Architecture & Ecology Studio
Summer 2019
Tutor: Caroline O'Donnell

Individual Work
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Project-2

Laminating Method

Wood Properties

Architecture & Discourse Studio
Summer 2019
Tutor: Laia Mogas-Soldevila, Jorge Duro-Royo

Collaborator: Peng Zhang, Ruochen Zhang, 
Zhengxiang Huang
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By proposing that the DNA of plants, 
they could be adapted so they produce 
synthetically-enhanced foods and lace-like 
fabrics grow from their roots.

A single sheet of wood cannot stand up on 
its own, but by folding it in different directions 
and shapes, it can be made not only more 
stable but capable of bearing loads greater 
than its own weight. 

the modulus of elasticity parallel to the main 
fiber direction (between 9000 to 16000 N/
mm2 for different kinds of wood) generally 
being approximately fifteen times higher than 
perpendicular to the fibers.

Wood is equally adapted for interior and 
exterior use, not only as a finish material.
New mass timber products allow for the 
construction of taller structures and longer 
spans.

Wood was slightly better than steel in 
relation to fatigue and stress of a simulated 
earthquake. The woods used were a 
combination of pine and fir, which are not 
nearly as strong as maple or oak.

Comparing the density of an object to the 
density of water can tell you whether the 
object will sink or float. The wood is less 
dense thanwater so the wood floats.

Most fibers move aside to make space for 
the needle. The continuity of fibers around 
the puncture hole is very beneficial for load 
transfer as it minimizes potential breaking 
points.

When the environmental temperature was 
raised above its Tg range the composite 
regained its flexibility. In its elastomeric 
state, force was applied and the material 
deformed.

Surface moisturization result in curving 
across grain. There are several critical 
influencing parameters of the characteristic: 
Wood type; Fiber directionality, Dimensional 
consideration, Environmental control.

The  t e rm  bend ing -ac t i v e  has  been 
specifically coined to describe a wide range 
of systems that employ bending, and in 
general large deformations, as a means to 
induce form and structural qualities.

BENDING ACTIVEHYGROSCOPICSEWABLELIGHTSTIFFNESSVERSATILITYHETEROGENEOUSORIGAMIZOETIC THERMOSENSITIVE

01 Douglas Fir (Interior West)

02 Douglas Fir (Interior North)

03 Larch

04 Pine (Eastern White)

05 Aspen-quaking

06 Hemlock (Mountain)

07 Spruce (Red)

08 Pine (Red)

09 PIne (Virginia)

10 Spruce (Black)

11 Hemlock (Eastern)

12 Maple (Sugar)

13 Beech (American)

14 Birch (Paper)

15 Oak (Black)

16 Cherrybark

17 Walnut (Black)

18 Chestnut (America)

19 Birch (Sweet)

20 Cedar (Atlantic White)

Numerical control (CNC) is 
the automated contro l  o f 
mach in ing  too l s .  A  CNC 
m a c h i n e  i s  a  m o t o r i z e d 
maneuverable tool and often 
a motorized maneuverable 
p l a t f o r m  c o n t r o l e d  b y 
computer. CNC is widely used 
to process wood.

A fundamental achievement of 
Chinese wooden architecture 
is the load-bearing t imber 
f r a m e ,  a  n e t w o r k  o f 
interlocking wooden supports, 
such as Dougong, forming the 
skeleton of the building which 
obeys some specific kind of 
order.

T i m b e r  p r o c e s s i n g  a n d 
structure have been developed 
into a new stage where timber 
high-rise buildings using frame 
structure are possible and 
practical. It is worth mentioning 
that timber frame structure is 
carbon-friendly.

Robots are able to move along 
more complex paths than 
most CNC machines. CNC 
machines tend to have 3 or 
4 Degrees of Freedom (DoF). 
Almost all industrial robots 
have 6 DoF which means you 
can pretty much machine any 
shape you want.

A gr idshe l l  is  a  st ructure 
which derives its strength 
from its double curvature but 
is constructed of a grid or 
lattice. Soft wood has been 
a common material for the 
system, for example, some 
pavilions designed by Frei Otto  
and Shiguri Ban.

Biolace concept responds to 
the need to produce enough 
food and tex t i l es  fo r  the 
world's rapidly expanding 
population by proposing that 
the DNA of plants could be 
adapted so they produce 
synthetically-enhanced foods 
and lace-like fabrics grow from 
their roots.

Since 2012, 3D printing with 
wood f i lament, some kind 
of PLA fi lament containing 
wood fiber has been possible. 
Typically, wood fi lament is 
composed of around 70% PLA 
and 30% wood fiber. Different 
temperatures even produces 
different colors and finishes. 

CNC and other computer 
aided robotic fabrication have 
been  app l i ed  to  wooden 
architecture, making it possible 
to process wood veneer or 
plate into different shapes and 
also different sizes, which can 
be constructed into shells with 
complex shape.

Individual wooden slats that 
protruded outwards and face 
down, were used not just as 
a strongly expressive design 
element, but also to shield the 
structural parts from water by 
channelling it away from the 
facade, much as pine needles 
or shingles do.

Weaving with wood is a long-
existing and widely used folk 
technique, even for enclosure 
structure for houses. When 
woven together, the prestress 
force inside these elements 
increases the stiffness of the 
structure, making it efficient 
and adaptive. 

With former researches on 
wood bending-active structure, 
the deformation qualities of 
wood planar sheets can be 
taken advantage of to achieve 
a global shape which provides 
additional stiffness compared 
to planar plate shells. 

Dur i ng  t he  cons t r uc t i on 
process, the robot acts as 
an act i ve  fo rming agent , 
posit ioning thin sheets of 
plywood in space where they 
can be incrementally fastened 
to each other and the interior
cavity subsequently filled with 
an expandable foam.

Laser cutting is a technology 
tha t  uses  a  l ase r  to  cu t 
ma te r i a l s .  Lase r  cu t t i ng 
works by directing the output 
of a high-power laser most 
commonly through optics. 
Laser cutting has been widely 
applied to wood processing.

Swarm behavior is a collective 
behavior exhibited by animals 
which aggregate together. 
With computer programming, 
architects can now simulate 
swarming intelligence to the 
process of form finding, which 
can be applied to wooden 
segments like branches. 

When designing wood-steel 
structures, it’s very important 
to consider metal joints and 
reinforcements that will allow 
them to stay together. These 
connectors not only allow for 
adhering wood to wood but 
also anchor wood elements to 
brick and concrete walls. 

Wood has been here for an 
important material for over 
10,000 years. Nowadays, with 
the development of techniques 
applied to wood, people have 
developed several efficient 
tools to handle wood even 
with people's own hands.

With the deve lopment  o f 
t e c h n i q u e s  a p p l i e d  f o r 
processing wood, modern 
timber tectonics, for example, 
many buildings designed by 
KKAA, can be both elegant 
and light. The whole timber 
s t r u c t u r e  e v e n  d e f i n e s 
monumentality. 

The trained network is used to 
inform the robotic toolpath to 
carve the previously simulated 
g e o m e t r i e s .  C o m b i n i n g 
together prediction of cuts 
w i th  d i f fe rent  fabr ica t ion 
parameters ,  i t ’s  poss ib le 
to simulate the final carved 
geometry.

Instead of  moving pieces 
through a sewing machine, 
mount ing the machine as 
an end-effector on a 6-axis 
robot ic  arm reverses the 
relationship of the machine to 
the work piece, allowing it to 
be used on larger segments or 
potentially in-situ.

L a m i n a t i n g  t e c h n i q u e , 
combining a flexible wooden 
surface with a shape-memory 
polymer. The former acts as a
fibrous material. The shape-
memory polymer offers a resin 
matrix for the composite. 
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REFERENCECONCLUSION
In light of environmental challenges architecture is facing, wood is no longer regarded 
as outmoded, nostalgic and rooted in the past, but increasingly recognised as one 
of the most promising building materials for the future. Recent years have seen 
unprecedented innovation of new technologies for advancing wood architecture.

This graph offers a comprehensive overview of the new architectural possibilities that 
are enabled by cutting-edge computational technologies in wood construction. 

It provides both an overarching architectural understanding and in-depth technological 
information through the works of leading design research groups. 

This graph showcases the latest technological developments in design computation, 
simulation and digital fabrication together with an architectural, engineering 
and manufacturing perspective, covering an outlook towards novel spatial and 
constructional opportunities of a material with unrivalled ecological virtues.

SOURCING

Forest Volume Beech Volume Cherrybark Volume Maple Volume

The Wood employed will come from two main resources. The first is cutting trees, the second is recycling used wood, depending on the specific tree species.  This mapping is based 
on the published data from US Forest Service, which shows national and regional forest distribution for the most of main commercial American hardwood species. "Forest Volume" 
refers to "Net volume of live trees on forest land" as defined by FIA.  Three Kind of trees specoes were employed in this design, depending on their properties and fabrication methos. 
The tree including beech, Cherrybark and maple are all Grown in New York State and well resourced in large area all around the globe.
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Wood Pavillion Axon
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Project-3
Option Studio
Spring 2020
Tutor: Leslie Lok

Collaborator: Zheng Yang

Experiment Model

INDIVIDUAL PART

Veneer Wood Strip Add Force Bending Active Wood Strip

FROM PARTS TO MODULE

Connection Method 1 : Side to Side Connection 

Connection Method 2 : Face to Face Connection

Single Wood Strip Create Connection on Strips Aggregation Method Spatial Strategy

Connection Method 3 : Edge to Edge Connection

Arcade

Fexible Wall

Rigid Wall

Individual Part

Connection Method
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THE AGGREGATION LOGIC OF FACE TO FACE CONNECTION MODULE

1/4” by 1” (Ratio:1:4) 

1/4” by 3/2”(Ratio:1:6) 

1/4” by 2”(Ratio:1:8)

Keep the Same Density of Each Panel (152 Bending Parts in Total) & Change the Ratio of Each Bending Parts 

Wood Stripes Before Bending Wood Stripes After Bending and Before Folding After Folding

120

135

150

The Aggregation Logic of Face to Face Connection Module

1/4” by 1” (Ratio:1:4) 
252 Bending Parts Total

1/6” by 2/3” (Ratio:1:4)
203 Bending Parts Total

 Keep the Same Ratio of Each Bending Parts (1:4) & Change the Density of Each Panel

Wood Stripes Before Bending Wood Stripes After Bending and Before Folding After Folding

1/8” by 1/2” (Ratio:1:4)
585 Bending Parts Total

THE AGGREGATION LOGIC OF FACE TO FACE CONNECTION MODULE

120

135

150
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252 Bending Parts Total

 Keep the Same Ratio of Each Bending Parts (1:4) & Change the Density of Each Panel

203 Bending Parts Total 585 Bending Parts Total

120 135
150

SPATIAL STRATEGY FOR FLEXIBLE WALL SYSTEM
Spatial Strategy for Flexible Wall System
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Spatial Strategy for Flexible Wall System

Ratio:1:8

Ratio:1:4

1/4” by 1” (Ratio:1:4) 1/4” by 3/2”(Ratio:1:6) 1/4” by 2”(Ratio:1:8)

Keep the Same Density of Each Panel (152 Bending Parts in Total) & Change the Ratio of Each Bending Parts 

Different Panel Ratio Aggregate Along One Single Wood StripeSystem Aggregation

120
135

150

SPATIAL STRATEGY FOR FLEXIBLE WALL SYSTEM

Spatial Potential
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Regional Site- Chongqing, Yongchuan, Huangguashan

CHERRY PLUM

STRAWBERRY

PEAR

GRAPES

CITRUS PEACH

1800ft / 600m

1200ft / 400m

600ft / 200m

1200ft / 400m

600ft / 200m

2230ft / 680m Highest Point on Site

550ft / 180m Lowest Point on Site

FRUIT PLANTING RECOMMONDATION BASED ON ELEVATION REQUIREMENT

CHERRY PLUM

STRAWBERRY

PEAR

GRAPES

CITRUS PEACH

1800ft / 600m

1200ft / 400m

600ft / 200m

1200ft / 400m

600ft / 200m

2230ft / 680m Highest Point on Site

550ft / 180m Lowest Point on Site

FRUIT PLANTING RECOMMONDATION BASED ON ELEVATION REQUIREMENT

Fruit Planting Recommendation Based on Elevation
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PROGRAM ORGANIZATION ON SITE

Rural/Urban Area

Rural Area

Road

Water Body

Grape Orchard

Edge Condition:

Program Organization on Site
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N

Site Plan in Urban Part
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Cluster Axon in Rural Part
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N

Cluster Plan in Rural Part
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Cluster Section in Rural Part
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Cluster Perspective
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Cluster Perspective
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Cluster Perspective
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N

Ground Floor Plan in Building Scale
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First Floor Plan in Building Scale
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Section in Building Scale
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Population

Dynamic Mobility Models

Dynamic Participatory Urban Design Model

Behavior

Streets

Buildings Amenities

Microclimate Target Trips

Individual Mobility Metrics

Building Walkscores

Street Hits

Genetic Algorithm
Distribution Optimization

Initial Distribution State

Dynamic Global Score

Survival Game (phase1)

Survival Game  (phase2)

Server End Computing

Number of Movements / Day

Constriants

Available Areas of Movement

Affordance of Movement & Space

Onsite Movement / Day

Distribution Density

Infrastructure NegotiationDesign Constriants

Location Awareness

Customer Engagement Participatory Market

Vendor Interface

Consumer Interface

Real-time Feedback

Engagement Generated

Food Typologies

Localized Food Vendors

Customer Service

Density Awareness

Status Quo

Engagement Feedback

Analysis

Buildings
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Dynamic Mobility Models

Feed back

Individual Mobility Metics Distribution Optimization

Amenties Streets Target Trips Street Hits Walk Scores Global Score Optimized Distribution

ARCH 7111: DESIGN A 
A+U: MAP to MEASURE / MEASURE to MAP

Instructor: Biayna Bogosian
TA: Yang Yang

Students: Name Lastname, Name Lastname, 
Name Lastname, Name Lastname, Name Lastname  

What is your design question? What is your design question?
What is your design question? What is your design question?

Project Title 
Project-4 Architecture & Urbanism Studio

Summer 2019
Tutor: Biayna Bogosian

Collaborator: Peng Zhang, Ruochen Zhang, 
Zhengxiang Huang, Hammad Ashsan 
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Population

Dynamic Mobility Models

Dynamic Participatory Urban Design Model

Behavior
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Buildings Amenities

Microclimate Target Trips

Individual Mobility Metrics

Building Walkscores

Street Hits

Genetic Algorithm
Distribution Optimization

Initial Distribution State

Dynamic Global Score

Survival Game (phase1)

Survival Game  (phase2)

Server End Computing

Number of Movements / Day

Constriants

Available Areas of Movement

Affordance of Movement & Space

Onsite Movement / Day

Distribution Density

Infrastructure NegotiationDesign Constriants

Location Awareness

Customer Engagement Participatory Market

Vendor Interface

Consumer Interface
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Food Typologies
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Customer Service

Density Awareness
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Dynamic Mobility Models

Feed back

Individual Mobility Metics Distribution Optimization

Amenties Streets Target Trips Street Hits Walk Scores Global Score Optimized Distribution

ARCH 7111: DESIGN A 
A+U: MAP to MEASURE / MEASURE to MAP

Instructor: Biayna Bogosian
TA: Yang Yang

Students: Name Lastname, Name Lastname, 
Name Lastname, Name Lastname, Name Lastname  

What is your design question? What is your design question?
What is your design question? What is your design question?

Project Title 
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the Naked City (1957), Guy Debord

the Guide Psychogéographique de Paris (1956), Guy Debord

TI Elective Course-
Systems, Entropy, and Organized Complexity

Fun Palace (1964) by Cedric Price 

Computer City (1964) by Dennis CromptonMagnetic Core Memory
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TI Elective Course-
History in American Landscape Architecture
Elements, Principles, Theories in Japanese Architecture

Benjamin Franklin Parkway in Philadelphia

Benjamin Franklin Parkway in Philadelphia

Avenue des Champs-Élysées Plan of Paris- Avenues and Round Points

Plan of Washington D.C. by L'Enfant Plan of Washington D.C. by Ellicott
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Poverty Point, LouisianaKiva in Mesa Verde National Park 

Cahokia, Illinois

Text

A Grand Avenue 

Thomas Circle in Washington D.C. Dupont Circle in Washington D.C.

Congress House on Jenkins Hill
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Chang'an in Tang Dynasty, China Heian-kyo Plan, Japan

Tea Ceremony in Japan

Heian-kyo and Feng-Shui

Dojin sai, Tea Ceremony Shoin Zukuri, Samurai Hosokawa Mansion, Kyoto
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